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Findings of Dashy UT2

• 9 out of 15 goals were not met. Out of the 9 unmet goals, 5 of them have an average score 

above 4.5 (75% satisfaction rate).

• As the goals in each page is inter-related with one another (example, for content page, the 

goals are readability, understandability etc), users are likely to give lower score for 

subsequent questions when they experience something negative previously.

• Despite not meeting the goals, the participants tend to give correct answer for all the 

questions we asked. Coupled this with the constant feedback on UI/UX, we believed that 

further improvement to UI/UX can help us resolve these problems.

• The account registration via OTP was a unique feature that our team came up with to 

work-around the limitations of Workplace and we considered it to be a success as 6 out of 

8 users like it and the average score was 5.125/6.



Changes of Dashy UT2
Function Observations/Users' Comments Changes to be made

Event report Users suggested a more 

vibrant/contrast colour scheme  

Improve Colour scheme for Event 

report pie-chart

Overview Users wanted a limit that shows 

red for poor, orange for normal, 

green for healthy. Traffic light 

colous. This will help them in 

their reporting

Implement threshold limit for 

liquid charts

Overview page, Group page, 

content page

Some charts require them to 

figure out what does it means

Legends for all charts

Bot Metrics Page The naming of metrics is a little 

confusing for them

Bot metrics page – better 

categorization of bot metrics

Event report In the scenario that there are a 

lot of events, this will help users 

in finding their events quickly.

Add in event report names and 

date



Findings of EvBot UT2

• 10 out of 16 goals were reached. Among the 6 goals are not met, 3 out of 6 have a score of at least 

4.75. All the goals related to participants are met. Thus, our group feel that it was a success in terms 

of participants’ goals.

• However, improvements to UI/UX of organizer’s view have to be made. From our observations, the 

participants are using the Bot as an organizer correctly and it does what an event organizer do but 

the experience was not seamless for them. For example, they have to type for majority of the time 

and they indicate that some time it is not required. 

• In line with the post-survey, they will prefer a mixture of NLP and button/menu to help them.

• In the post-survey, participants also indicated that the chatbot understand their messages and 

carried out the appropriate task (5.25 out of 6) but they feel that the UI/UX can be improved (4.75 

out of 6)



Changes of EvBot UT2
Function Observations/Users' Comments Changes to be made

Register event Participants are confused initially at the 

concept of linking workplace event with 

EvBot to help them with the event and 

it took up quite some time for them to 

understand. They have also feedback 

this to us.

Register event confusion. Change 

keyword to ‘link’ instead of 

‘register’

Team will be exploring other 

concepts, for example “Event 

webhook”.

Get Started The responses by bot is too fast. Quick-reply button delay

View Event Participants find the event ID to be very 

long and tedious to type. Some of them 

are worried about typing error.

Shorten the long Event ID

All Participants feel that more buttons will 

make their experience more seamless 

and less error-prone

Button for various functionality 

(Menu)



Findings of FaBot UT2

• 2 out of 3 goals are met with huge success. The participants have almost no hiccups when 

using the bot.

• General feedback is that participants find that all the current features are useful to them

• However, improvement can be made to the search button placement as well as input 

format of the date/time to improve the user experience.



Changes of FaBot UT2

Function Observations/Users' Comments Changes to be made

Search facility Participants cannot find the 

search button easily

Search visibility of menu. Will 

become - View/book/search. 

Remove ‘delete booking’ and 

replace it with search

Make a booking Participants find it very 

restricted to only type in a 

particular format.

Input format for date/time too 

rigid. Require advanced NLP.








